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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates technical and performance capabilities
of extra thick flat-knitted 3D spacer fabrics. Several combinations of
knitted structures and fibers are suggested for thermal and impact
protection, general insulation, architecture and construction. Methods of constructing three- to seven-layer spacer fabrics up to nine
inches thick are explained.
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PREFACE
It is stunning how the human civilization which claims to have
conquered the outer space barely uses up the space that it has been
initially located in. In far too many cases the everyday life of a modern urban dweller is comprised of a series of the shortest possible
trips between the chairs - literally, the chairs that are placed in an
office, in a train car, at home or, if worse comes to worst, on a sidewalk in a form that we know as a street bench. Homeless that sleep
on the streets may be the only people forcefully put to explore the
possibilities of the urban environments in full, at the price of being
rejected by the mainstream society that sees them as a dirty nuisance
or as a potential threat.
For a sane professional, comfort of a temperature controlled inside environment with dedicated objects for standing, sitting and
laying down is too important to voluntary depart from. People who
do get to the wild or simply have to spend significant time outdoors
look like walking advertisement for the companies who sold them
heavy and bulky protective clothes and footwear which look alien in
the city.
This thesis started as development of the multilayered weft-knitted fabrics for thermally protective clothing that would be more suitable for everyday use in the urban setting and would enable people
to spend more time outside the regulated environments and to live
their lives more fully. The driving force of this exploration was a desire to develop textile structures that would allow their wearer to
safely sit or sleep anywhere outside their home yet would feel as
natural to the body as the home clothing. Other applications, such as
impact protection and construction, were discovered along the way.
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PART I. THERMAL PROTECTION NEEDS
Heat loss and its influence on the body

Heat is a form of energy that flows from the hot to the cold. If
your surroundings are colder than you, you are going to inevitably
lose heat unless you make efforts to somehow keep it. The mechanisms of heat exchange are 1) conduction, when the surfaces of the
objects touch, such as when a warm hand touches cold metal, or a
person sits down on a stone and feels a sudden cold wave; 2) convection, when moving air or liquid bring or take away heat, like a
cool ocean breeze; 3) evaporation, including the evaporation of body
sweat; liquid uses body heat to take off, so when you walk with wet
hair, you are effectively cooling yourself; and 4) and radiation, such
as the heat of the sun (Watkins, 2015).
For a person who sits directly on the ground, unless the ground is
heated to the same level as the person’s surface, at least the conduction heat loss will occur, and the more rapidly the bigger the difference in temperatures. A person in wet clothes will lose heat through
evaporation, conduction and convection at the same time because
the thermal conductivity of water is 25 times more than that of the
air (Young, 1992). This is why a big deal of thermal protection development has to do with how to prevent people from getting wet
(Arumugam, 2016, Dias, 2010, Gokarneshan, 2015, Yanping, 2011).
On top of being exposed to surface wetting agents such as rain
and snow, an average person is perspiring around 0.7-0.95 liter (1.5-2
pints) of liquid through skin during the day as an insensible perspiration, and some amount of sweat. Left on the body, all this liquid
will strive to evaporate and will suck the heat away. Thus, thermal
protection from cold needs to not only block the penetration of the
outside precipitation, but also to wick away perspiration vapors and
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liquid sweat from the body to prevent accumulation of wetness. In
hot environments, the opposite strategy makes sense and cooling
properties of the induced evaporation may be used for cold preservation.
Humidity levels in general are critical to thermal comfort and to
survival both in cold and hot settings. In a completely dry air, survival is possible at the temperatures of 130C (266F) for 20 minutes
or longer, while with a considerable outside humidity more than a
few minutes at 46.1C (115F) may not be bearable because the outside
humidity will not let the body to use evaporation as cooling mechanism (Widmaier, 2011).
The other side of the human thermal balance is that the body reacts differently to the temperature fluctuations in its core versus the
extremities. Generally, healthy body core temperature should not be
lower than 35C (95F) at which level normal metabolism cannot occur
(hypothermia). Body temperatures above 40C (104F) are considered
a heat shock as the hypothalamus which regulates thermal balance
in the body, including sweating, is put out of action (Watkins, 2015).
This range does not apply to the extremities, neither in general
for humans nor individually for each one. Individual perception of
the temperature fluctuations will be inevitably different than an objective thermograph because the body uses vasoconstriction in the
extremities to slow down the heat loss in a colder environment, and
vasodilution in hotter settings. This processes make people feel very
cold and very hot, correspondingly, even when the body core temperature has not changed. The individual sensitivity comes into play
after either of processes has occurred and regulates whether “very
cold” and “very hot” will be seen as tolerable, non-tolerable or dangerous.
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Inflexible thermal conduction barriers

Sitting on a cold surface makes humans feel cold much faster
than just being surrounded by cold air because of the conduction
that occurs with the surface and that takes place much faster than the
air convection (Watkins, 2015). If a puffy insulation is used for thermal protection, such a natural down, it becomes times less effective
when flattened under the body weight in a siting position. And as a
matter of fact, people need to sit quite a lot and to sleep a significant
part of the day.
Humanity, however, has build much more out of the need to keep
the surface cold away from the body. Can you imagine somebody
sitting on a floor at a Western European cafe and still being served?
How fast such a person will be kicked out of a fancy restaurant in
the U.S.A.? Not that they are developing a freeze burn and need
hospitalization; such people violate social rules that emerged way
back, when furniture was a status symbol indicating a proper societal standing.
Nowadays the majority of people who live in the climates that
have cold seasons use some sort of an elevated seating as a norm.
The height of this seating varies in a rough correlation with a degree of cold: the colder the ground gets during the year, the higher
climbs the seat. Length of the cold seasons also plays a role. In Uzbekistan, where the average coldest temperatures in the terrain parts
fluctuate around the freezing point while the summer months yield
striking +41-42C (105-108F), seating on a simple rug laid directly on
the floor is expected. The height of the other objects used indoors is
set accordingly. Tables are often raised by mere 10-20 cm (4-8 inches)
above the ground level. More to the north, higher seats dominate.
Cultures have built elaborate etiquette systems on top of a precaution measure to block heat conduction. Person of a lower rank
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may be required to take a seat only with permission from the higher
ranked or older people or after those people have sit.
The history of Chinese furniture gives an informative look into
the development of “chair culture” from “floor culture” (Evarts,
1997). Nomads introduced chair-like seating to China as part of their
functional routine - necessity to mount frequently on the horses.
To locals, it looked as a new symbol of status as nomads refused
to “kneel down” on the floor with the Chinese and compared their
sitting habits to the ones of the service animals that nomads owned.
By the times of Tang dynasty, the court adopted high chairs as a
non-functional indication of status. It took another few ages for the
chairs to become not uncommon in the ordinary people’s houses,
but for a long time after, unlike their refined originals, those vulgar
copies were crudely made out of random materials. The fascinating
fact in this whole story is that chairs as means to keep the cold away
had to compete with a preexisting and efficient system of under-thefloor heating which is still used in some rural areas of China. In other
part of the country, chairs won.

Heated floor bed (kang) in Northeastern China serves as a living room. Photo by Karen Ma.
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For general health and in the long run, it does not make much
difference whether a person sits on higher chairs, lower chairs, or
no chairs at all if the latter provides the same level of insulation. The
levels of heat conduction and convection at different heights in the
room and individual sensitivity to the cold is what defines whether a
person will or will not get sick. Apart from freeze burns, the most frequent illness that arise from prolonged exposures to even moderate
heat loss is common cold and its various complications. As a recent
study suggests, innate immune system cells generally work less diligently in a colder setting and produce less defense against all sorts of
viruses, from rhinovirus to HIV (Foxman, 2015). A cold shock itself
can be fatal and for certain people can occur after prolonged exposure to the air temperatures lower than 18.3C (65F) (Watkins, 2015).

Adapting protection means for people

Special considerations apply when the task is to protect people
as moving subjects rather than insulate objects that surround them.
Mere necessity to transport away the perspiration alone makes a lot
of the means used for insulating the objects unsuitable for people.
For instance, neoprene foams that are widely used for thermal insulation in beverages sleeves and in diver’s suits cannot be worn
everyday because they do not provide sufficient wicking. The rise
of the popularity of neoprene in fashion led to the development of
perforated neoprene fabrics which help the wearer with the sweat
but loose the ability to protect him from water or cold.
The relative or complete inflexibility of the protective materials
used for inanimate objects is another major issue that prevents them
from being used for humans. You can make a perfectly insulated coffin but unless the person is able to move somehow within and with
it, this structure will be of little use while the person is alive. In the
Apollo mission when layers of aluminum and other rigid protective
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materials had to be used, special constructions were developed to
provide a pseudo-stretch for the joints (Watkins, 2015). As each of
those joints adds about two pounds of weight to the clothing ensemble, it is unlikely that a city worker would like to carry such a load
on a daily basis even during the coldest winter.

Wearable thermal protection

The agents who promote the development of highly functional
clothing historically come from the fields where there might be no
alternative protection other than what a person wears on, such as
in military operations, plain field construction, professional sports,
and, lately, space missions. The inhabitants of the coldest regions
of the world, such as Eskimo, have developed their own thermally
protective constructions but switch readily to the modern clothing if
they have a choice (VanStone, 1989).
Space suits can provide a lot of inspiration about the protective
clothing but they are a bit far away from the current everyday urban
life. The most challenging environment an ordinary city inhabitant
can possibly face is a short-term analog of Alaska pipeline construction setting in the 1970s. Alyeska Pipeline second-hand parkas can
still be found on places like eBay and tend to sell out fast.

Astronaut Buzz Aldrin
walks on the surface of
the moon near the leg of
the lunar module Eagle
during the Apollo 11
mission.
Photo by Neil Armstrong, NASA.

Toxicity is a major concern in clothing, too, especially for the next
to skin layers. Fiberglass works perfectly for buildings but can be
ultimately irritating for the skin and deadly if swollen.
Lastly, the style and status considerations play a role for people.
Watkins gives in interesting example of professional athletes refusing to wear protective items because of fear that they will not look
“cool” in them. In other words, people can risk their lives in order to
maintain a “cool” look in the eyes of other people.
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AlyeskaPipeline ensemble listed for $480 on
eBay.

A likelier possibility is facing cold temperatures around -10C and
hotter periods at about +30C with wind chill and radiation pushing
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these averages to more extreme -35C and +45C. For these environments, sportswear companies supply “functional” or “performance”
clothing, on one hand, and casual wear brands manufacture apparently less performing but more fashionable items. Specialty brands
like Canada Goose focus on just one type of thermal clothing (insulation).
This market landscape has a gap between the narrow view of
the athletes and endless variations between the peculiarities of their
sports, on one hand, and the ordinarity of the casual wear that performs no better than for between-the-chairs trips in the city. From
a standpoint of a person who does not plan to win Olympics and
runs once a week to be no later in the office than his boss, the choice
between the hundreds of types of the runnings shoes is confusing
as it is impossible to predict which type will suit him better, if at all.
The task of differentiating between the “pants for snowboard” and
“pants for skiing” may not be accomplished when both are viewed
as means to protect a clerk during a longer commute in the winter.
Marketing for this type of clothing sales is also targeting sport
ambitions, not much, if at all, the life outside of an arena, a slope or a
treadmill. That clerk who decided to go for a long walk in the snowy
park before he goes for a job interview needs to identify either with
snowboard people or with mountain ski people and then to separate
this newly chosen identity - a nicely protected winter jogger - from
the one he has built professionally or personally - an identity of a
properly dressed employee, for instance. The huge logotypes that
sportswear companies are infamous for placing over their products
do not make them more attractive to the non-sports oriented people.
The problem is, there is little choice beyond the generic “performance” product field dominated by a few large manufacturers. In
the recent years, a younger generation of companies appeared which
try to work out a niche of clothing that fits both functional and style
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requirements, among them Outlier, Arc’Teryx Veliance, Nau. These
companies are not yet big enough to develop their own fabrics so
they use what is available, and not everything that is available is
available to them due to their low production volumes.
At the same time, the share of the urban population, according to
the World Bank data, is steadily raising - from 34% in 1960 to nearly
54% in 2015, and although the rate of this growth is declining and
is projected to slow down further, the World Health Organization
predicts it to be not less than 1.44% by 2030. That means that more
and more people will be living in the cities, including in the climates
far from equatorial, and facing more social requirements to their appearance than before. Highly complicated cut and sew operations
on multilayered expensive fabrics with temporary finishes may not
be paid for by these new consumers. Neither do any of the social
forecasting organizations predict a sudden growth among the professional or hobby athletes which could justify additional investments into development of the sportswear which then could be used
as protective clothing by the rest of the population and become acceptable. Hopefully, the world will not require much more military
clothing for the direct contact operations. That brings up a need in
developing easier, more affordable and more casual functional wear
for those people who like to take a walk in a city park in the winter,
not to force a 6000 feet mountain pike.
Additionally, a more active exploration of the immediate occupancy space outside of home may require development of the new
human-related objects other than clothing, such as portable furniture
or sleeping places. Developing textile structures suitable for such
wear is the goal of this work. Main functions that are required from
the textiles under development are water-repellency, low heat conductivity, good wicking and permeability. The abrasion resistance,
breaking strength and ease of use should be considered as well.
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PART II. BENEFITS OF KNITTED CLOTH
“Low brow” fabrics

Knitted structures are good for creating dimensional forms suitable for draping the complex shapes of the human body. Whoever made this discovery and when this happened remains unknown
(Barber, 1992, Black, 2012); the fact is that for a few first ages since
knitting was known it was used primarily, if not exclusively, to
make socks, and later hosiery, gloves, and hats (Gillow, 2009). The
first knitting machines were circular peg tools which imitated the
movements of a hand knitter and from which the modern circular
machinery originated (Rutt, 2003). It preceded both flat knitting machinery and the so-called warp-knitting equipment the development
of which was facilitated by the braiding industry (Spencer, 2001).
This obscure start led to a massive confusion about was knitting is
and what it is not, both historically and nowadays. Rutt gives a few
examples of the languages that do not discern between knitting and
other techniques - for instance, in Russian term knitting (“вязание”)
refers both to knitting and crocheting.
The rocket speed with which knitting invaded mainstream textiles field in XX century is well reflected in the academic research.
In 1910, in a newly formed Journal of the Textile Institute William
Davis puts a short note mentioning “knitted textures” as an underestimated type of fabric “due possibly to its apparent simplicity of
construction” and describing some hosiery structures as an inspiring example to bring more attention to knitting (Davis, 1910). A few
years later, knitting is already seen as an energetic and somehow
dangerous newcomer that fights to take up place traditionally occupied by woven fabrics (Knitted Fabrics, 1923). By 1930, the Journal issues have regular entries that analyze knitted constructions,
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although still at times keeping a sarcastic nature set in the 1920s (N.,
1922).
From 1940s, amidst sensible shortage in supplies due to the
World War II, serious attention is brought to knitted fabrics as they
are easily remade from used yarns, and 1950s mark first mathematically sound research in geometry and functional properties of knitted fabrics (Leaf, 1955, further developed by Leaf and Nutting, 1964).
Munden and Postle develop first models and explore the possibilities of the artificially produced fibers in knitting, and from thereof
anything from the development of the new composites to multi-axial
3D molds has been, or has been attempted to be, achieved with the
means of knitting (see all of Araujo).
Flat knitting has contributed enormously to the abnormal growth
of knitting as an industry which accounted for less than 2% of the
global textile and apparel production one hundred years ago and
is accountable for more than one third now, according to the Textiles Intelligence report (Textiles Intelligence, 2016). The ease that flat
machinery offers in manipulating stitch construction, shape of the
fabric and yarn composition is attractive. Circular and other types of
knitting machinery have in general longer setup times and limited
variability after they are set up.
For this reason and for the immense possibilities in forming the
fabrics into virtually any shape, flat knitting was chosen as a medium to conduct the development of fabrics for this thesis.
A special note should be made about use of weaving terms to
describe knitting process in the academic world. Both flat knitting
and certain types of circular knitting are referred to in the literature
as “weft-knitting” while other types of circular machinery are called
“warp-knitting”. The differences between these techniques are extensively covered by Spencer, 2001, and specifically for spacer fabrics by Bruer, 2005. For the purposes of this thesis, a more descriptive
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term “flat knitting” is used to identify the type of the machinery used
for development. Categorically, it falls into the “weft-knitting” field.

Spacer fabric constructions

A multilayered flat-knitted spacer fabric.

Spacer fabrics all of which are knitted have a special place in textile world because of their superior strength and resistance. Rajan
et al., 2015, examine properties of uncoated spacer fabrics for use
in the ballistic jackets and finds them suitable. In 2009, after a study
of the spacer type constructions, Zhang and Hu conclude that their
mechanical properties, such as tensile strength, tear and peeling resistance “are better than other kind of fabrics”. Characteristic of the
spacer fabrics that makes them exceptionally interesting for a wide
range of applications is that they can carry different functions at different levels (layers) of the construction (Bruer, 2005).
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Spacer fabrics are by default multilayered constructions with
two outer layers holding an inner layer and being spaced away by
it. They are mostly made on the warp-knitting machines, such as
Rashel machines, with one or both outer layers made as mesh. The
thickness varies; Bruer cites de Araujo writing that due to the technical limitations of the machinery, namely the fixed distance between
the cylinders, or needle beds on V-bed flat machines, thickness of the
spacer fabrics is generally in the range of 2-10 mm (Bruer, 2005). This
is indirectly confirmed by the fact that commercially available spacer
fabrics do not exceed 1 cm in thickness; however, other researchers
give different range numbers, and during the experiments for this
thesis fabrics with the thickness up to 6 inches were made. More details about that are given in Part III (see “Existing research”).
The inner spacing layer in the spacer fabrics is made out of relatively coarse monofilament yarns that resist bending and are able to
protrude from a layer they are suspended in. Existing spacer fabric
constructions are highly permeable, partially due to the mesh outer
layers, and partially due to the fact that monofilament yarns have a
technical limit of how dense they can sit in the inner layer. That limit
prevents these yarns from being packed too densely, leaving an ample room for the air and water to flow through them.
The limitations of the available spacer fabrics constructions are
low thickness (leads to the poor insulation abilities), fragility (the
weak outer mesh layers can snag and be destroyed easily), and air
permeability in the cases where thermal protection is needed. Elasticity of knitted structures can also pose a problem for impact protection where the elastic constructions do not prevent but can rather
facilitate a blunt trauma even when they are able to stop the projectile (Watkins, 2015).
Layering a few spacer fabrics creates bulky constructions and
brings in the problems with vapor transmission from the body (Liu,
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2011). Also, there is no linear correlation between how many layers
are added and how much the protection is improved: in the experiments with 1 layer, 3 layers and 5 layers Rajan found that while 5
layers add extra 20% or so to the protection capabilities, they cut
out vapor transmission to the extent when an ensemble made out
of such layered fabric would turn into an encapsulating space suit,
highly uncomfortable to wear and hardly possible to be worn often
(Rajan, 2015).

Knitting yarns

The range of the yarn sizes that can be used on flat knitting machinery is astonishing. For the purposes of this thesis alone, on a
gauge 7 Stoll CMS 330 TC machine with hooks size 5 acceptable fabrics were made from the yarns in the range 1/150 Nm to 1/2 Nm.
The coarsest yarns used were polyamide monofilaments of 0.012
inches in diameter. Gauge 14 machine with hooks 10 was less capable of dealing with heavy yarns but ran well with monofilaments of
0.011 inches in diameter.
One problem that arises in knitting with regards to yarns is that
knitted fabric ends up being relatively bulkier than the one made
on an appropriate weaving machinery from similar yarns. Having a
mesh knitted layer is possible, but it will not be able to fulfill any water-repellent or wind-blocking requirements because for them, the
surface of the layer needs to be smooth, and smoothness in knitting
means that the loops are densely packed and that their back parts are
gathered behind the face of the fabric creating the bulk.
However, that same structural property that is responsible for
bulk provides stretch and nice hand to the fabric which in certain
situations mean more than the additional weight. Woven fabrics that
were finished with weather protective treatments also get additional
weight and stiffen making knitted structures a viable choice.
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Detailed description of all fiber properties is not the focus of
this work, but a few of them, namely, weight, specific gravity, water absorption and wicking properties, were taken into account in
choosing or excluding certain fibers from the experiments. As both
Kadolph and Watkins note, the insulating agent in the fabric is air,
not the fiber. Since the heat energy runs from the hot areas to the cold
ones, the warmth of the body is protected by the warmed up air that
surrounds the body, and this air has to be trapped in the structure of
the cloth or fiber itself. If all the fibers could trap the same amount
of air, they all would be equally insulating and wool would not have
been different than metal (Watkins, 2015). That opens up room for
new combinations of materials that would make a better job in thermal regulation in the spacer fabrics rather than relatively expensive
and heavy wool.
The basic characteristics of generic fibers are given in the table
below and are used as a reference point in the following chapters.
CO

LI

VI

SE

VW

PA

PP

PES

Cotton

Linen

Rayon

Silk

Wool

Nylon

Polypropylene

Polyester

Tensile strength, dry
(cN/tex)

~ How hard it is to break (0 =
breaks readily)

15-40

50-60

23-30

26-35

9-15

42-70

30-70

50-71

Specific gravity

~ How heavy the fabric will be
to the same volume of water

1.54

1.54

1.5 1.52

1.33

1.32

1.14

0.91

1.38

Breaking elongation (%)

~ How far it will stretch (0 =
no stretch)

3-9%

2-3%

18-24%

15-25%

30-40%

28-45%

10-45%

20-32%

Young’s modulus (GPa)

~ How hard it is to stretch (0
= not hard)

~6-11

27.6
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~6-11

3.4

~2-4

1.5-2

~3.0-8.5

Elastic recovery (@5%)

~ How fully it will return to
shape after stretch

52%

45%

32%

52%

69%

89%

up to 90%

65%

Moisture regain (%)

~ How much of the moisture it
will absorb

8.5%

12%

11%

11%

16%

5%

0.05%

0.40%

Cross-sec. swellling (%)

~ How much it will swell in
water

21-34%

~60%

65 - 67%

19%

25 - 26%

1.6 - 3.2%

0

0

Mass of water per g

~ How much water weight
does it retain

1.25

1.64

0.25

0.8

0.58

Time to dry (hours)

~ How long it will take to dry

5.5 h

7h

1.1 h

3h

2.5 h

Thermal conductivity
(SI)

~ How well it insulates (0 =
very well)

17.5

7.3

10

6

7

Source: Kadoplh, 2013, Crow, 1993, Swisscofil.
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7

Several important facts that this table highlights and that were
used as a baseline for the development of the work are: 1) polypropylene has the lowest specific gravity of all common fibers which
means that for the same volume occupied by a structure this structure will have the least weight; 2) polyester, nylon and polypropylene all do not absorb much water, if any, but nylon is heavier and
does not insulate well while polypropylene has difficulty drying
once the water gets in.
The later is aggravated by the form that this fiber comes in which
is a multifilament “puff” yarn. It is true for other fibers as well that
the physical attributes of a particular yarn they are made into may
enhance or forfeit the inherent properties of the fiber. For instance,
fluffy water-repellent nylon yarns (so called “eyelash” yarns) hold
the water in between their tiny fibrils although they remain non-absorbent and the dying time of the structures made form them would
be lower than of a comparable structures of water absorbent materials. It must be noted as well that polypropylene has the highest
wicking speed of all common fibers.
Three less common fiber types used for this thesis were polyurethane-coated yarns (PU yarns), yarns with stainless steel core, and
permanent shrinking yarns that unlike elastics cannot be stretched
back after they have shrunk. All of those are set with heat, either dry
heat or wet heat (steam). Polyurethane yarns can be molded to a desired form and heat-set in it without shrinking. Stainless steel coated yarns do pretty much the same but hold the form without being
heat-set; such a form will be reversible so the heat is applied to set
the thermoplastic coating and make the shape permanent. Permanently shrinking yarns either stiffen in a desired position with dry
heat, like modified polyester thermohardening yarns, or irreversibly
shrink to 50% from their initial length (same PES with wet heat), or
shrink moderately about 30%(PES core, wool sheath).
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Bare spandex (Lycra) yarns in 144 den were used extensively in
the later development instead of coated elastics. Here, machine knitting has a substantial advantage over weaving. In weaving, using
elastic wefts with a strong recovery is exceptionally difficult because
they shrink the warp to a dangerous extent. Knitting machinery
keeps the highly elastic yarns spread over the needle bed and suspended on hooks at regular small intervals. They do shrink vertically even when on the hooks which is a problem when an elastic
yarns runs with a non-flexible yarn such as monofilament in structures with transfers, yet still this setup is a working one and yields
amazing shrink and stretch.
A special variety of PTFE-coated (Teflon) wool was used instead
of nylons in many of the outer layers because of its lower weight,
better hand and much better insulation properties. Also, wool can
insulate while wet because of the hollow parts of its core; and the
later tests showed that water-repellency of PTFE coating was better
than the one of nylon.

PART III. DEVELOPMENT
Goals

The initial focus of this thesis was to develop flat knitted fabrics with improved or enhanced properties such as water-repellency, insulation, wicking, weight and hand for apparel applications.
Exceptional sturdiness, thickness and light weight of the resulting
constructions led to additional development of fabrics potentially
relevant for a wide array of non-apparel fields, in particular shoemaking, architecture, construction and geotextiles. The latest developed structures can theoretically be used in multilayered injection
molding and directly as reinforced composites.
As a funny side note, the existence of spacer fabrics as commercially available product and even the term “spacer fabrics” were
not known to the author of this work in the beginning of the development in September 2016, so the wheel had to be reinvented. The
enlightening came in February 2017 (gratitude for that goes to Neil
Tagner from InnovaKnits at Conover, NC). By that time the work
had progressed to the development of structures so complex and
experimental that no help could have been, or were, obtained from
any preceding work or publications. They were, however, helpful in
identifying viable applications for thicker, more functional and more
layered spacer fabrics that were being developed.

Previous research

Source: SCIRO, labels added by American Sheep Industry Association.
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Comparing backwards this body of work to the ones that pre-existed, there were three main innovative ideas implemented very early that shaped the entire development and that are explained in the
next chapter. To understand them better, a deeper look is needed into
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what has been done by other researchers and what influenced their
decisions.
First, spacer fabrics that have been studied before are much thinner, although their spacing and outer layers are at times made of the
same density mono- and multifilaments. Sheikhzadeh at al. in 2010
were modeling compressive behavior of spacers using 174-180 den
PES monofilaments for simulation and 820-954 dtex (740-860 den)
PES monofilaments for the real samples. The most used monofilament diameters for this thesis were PA 0.010, 0.011 and 0.012 inch
which converts to about 540-800 den in PA count, and corresponds
to 640-950 den PES. Researchers did not give physical measurements
of their samples which look in the illustrations not much bigger than
the knitted loops themselves.

filament yarns and 14.5 tex PP + bare spandex (Lycra) of 44 dtex as
outer layers. Arabzadekh et al. (2012) mathematically modeled 2.6112.42 mm (0.1-0.49 inch) spacer fabrics of unspecified technology.
Gokarneshan (2015) attributes these limitations to a limited distance between the needle beds of warp-knitting machines and says
that currently the thickest spacer fabrics produced on those machines do not exceed 65 mm (2.56 inch), so layering is needed to obtain thicker composites. Rajan et al. (2015) did exactly that for their
study of spacer fabrics as potential body armor vests layering up to
five samples, despite that they note at the beginning of their paper
that layering added much unwanted bulk to the wearer and should
be avoided. The thicknesses they worked with were 3.1 mm (0.12
inch) for one layer, 9.2 mm (0.36 inch) for three and 15.1 mm (0.59
inch) for five layers of a spacer with PES 30 den monofilament spacing layer and PES 80-120 den outer layers for which they arranged a
3 mm distance between the needle beds of a Raschel machine.

Sheikhzadeh, 2010: left - illustration of the schematics of a weft-knitted spacer fabric; right - an actual
weft-knitted spacer produced with of either 820 or 954 dtex PES monofilament in the spacing layer.

Dias et al. (2010) give measurements for 11 of the warp-knitted
samples used for their research which are 9.10-13.35 mm (0.35-0.53
inch) thick. Ye et al. (2007), also writing about warp-knitted spacer
fabrics, state that they can be 2-60 mm (0.08-2.36 inch) thick, while
the samples used by this team were 6.5-43.7 mm (0.26-1.7 inch) thick.
Ertekin and Marmarali (2017) worked with 11-12.5 mm (0.43-0.49
inch) thick warp-knited spacers. Arumugam et al. (2016) used a 14
gauge circular machine to obtain six samples of 2.62-4.4 mm (0.1-0.17
inch) thickness from 88 dtex PES monofilaments and various multi-
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A photo and a scheme of a warp-knitted spacer fabric (Ye, 2007).

Weft-knitting machines, specifically, flat knitting machinery also
has a limited distance between the needle beds, and on industrial machines it cannot be adjusted easily. However, the thickness of a spacer fabric made on a weft-knitting machine comes from the length of
free-floating parts of the spacing yarns rows which lie horizontally
along the needle beds at the time when the fabric is being produced.
Nevertheless, some researchers mention distance between the nee-
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dle beds of flat knitting machines as a limiting factor. Liu et al. (2011)
made twenty weft-knitted spacers on a Stoll CMS 822 E7.2 machine
full-bed (gauge 14) which is similar to one of the machines used in
the development of this thesis. The outer layers in their research
were nylon/spandex (70den/20den) covered yarn, and the spacing
layer was PES 0.08-0.1 mm (0.03-0.04 inch) with a resulting thickness
of 3.19-5.62 mm (0.13-0.22 inch).

Li et al. (2015) developed a curving flat-knitted spacer fabric with
aramid yarns 440Dtex/100f×3 on Stoll CMS 530 HP, identical to one
of the machines used for this thesis. The gauge specified is “3.5 mm”
which is likely to refer to a machine gauge 3.5 which has a much
larger distance between the needles. The thickness achieved was
12 mm (0.47 inch). These fabrics are categorized as spacer although
they are different than the ones developed for this thesis in a way
that spacing layers are 1) thick and knitted, not just tucked across; 2)
are rare relatively to the outer layers length. Araujo et al. (2011) also
gives a few examples of such structures.

Images of the flat-knitted spacer fabrics by Li (2015)

Second, none of the researchers who’s work was examined in conjunction with this thesis seem to have produced their fabrics themselves. Often, a handful or less samples were made while the rest
was simulated. For this thesis, more than 100 samples were made
on four different machines all of which were run by the researcher.
This allowed for more experimentation and quick adjustments of the
technical charts, yarn composition and machine setup (see Technical
notes for more information).

An illustration of the schematics and look of the weft-knitted samples from Liu et al (2011)
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Breakthrough points
This chapter details three main ideas implemented in the research
that were new to the field and that explained substantially different
characteristics of the developed fabrics from the ones described in
the works mentioned before.
1 – Using highly elasticized outer layers in the spacer constructions. Both bare and covered elastomeric yarns were introduced into
the outer layers either as running behind the main yarn to not to
interfere with the functional properties of latter, or together with the
main yarn. That allowed shrinkage of the fabric up to 500%: out of a
50” needle bed samples of about 10” width were obtained.

Two samples of identical structure (full bed, 50”) demonstrate action of the elastics: sample on the left shrinks
and the floats of spacing yarns turn into the thickness of the fabric; the sample on the right does not shrink and
remains flat.

Such extreme shrinkage made spacing yarns run as close to vertical as their internal composition allowed: about 60 degrees for
coarse monofilaments of more than 0.01 inch in diameter, and up to
75 degrees for polypropylene yarns. As the space between the points
of suspension for spacing yarns also got bigger (see p.2 below), the
length of the floats in the spacer yarns essentially turned into the
thickness of the fabric.

Elastic yarns running together with the face yarns shrink and force the loops of face yarns to protrude creating
enhanced insulation in a simple single jersey structure.
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Elasticized outer layers shrank and forced spacing yarns to “stand up” compared to their initial flat placement
between outside layers on the needle beds. Same sample is shown on both images.

The image shows elasticized outer layers held by the needles on both beds and the spacing yarns running flat
across the beds. The distance between the beds was temporarily widened to make this shot.

Theoretically, in a perfectly shrunk fabric perfectly flexible spacing yarns could run at 90 degrees angles turning any float length into
an equal thickness of the fabric. In practice, the shrinkage is limited,
the flexibility of the spacing yarns is limited and the float size is also
limited, both by the functional capabilities of the machinery (its ability to press down the floats for the subsequent needles to be able to
catch up) and by the length of the needle beds. However, in a spacer
constructions with more than 3 walls that were developed for this
thesis, long and strong floats under enough pressure ran essentially
vertically, especially after longer compression against the direction
of the curvature in the stitches they were tucked into.
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Spacing yarns running at bigger angles in a construction with three “walls” and two spacing layers between
them after being compressed.
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2 – Creating bigger inside space between the layers. The inner
layer(s) yarns were suspended in the outer layers with different frequencies formed by the number of needles skipped by spacer yarns
(floats) in between each suspension point. Combining longer floats
with highly elastic outside layers and adding additional supporting
layers in between (internal “walls”) resulted in the overall thickness
of the fabric getting up to 9 inches a piece.

3 – Making the spacing layer(s) denser. Additional yarns on
top of the monofilaments or instead of them were introduced to the
spacing layer(s). Pure monofilament spacing layers were also made
in double, triple and quadriple densities in relation to the outside
layers. Some of resulting constructions turned out to be exceptionally sturdy, self-supporting and/or blocking air and heat conduction.

An extra thick spacer fabric is 9 inches thick.
A super dense spacer fabric is 4” thick.

A structure with the floats of 29 needles (left) gives each of the spacing layers about 4.5 inch thickness, 7 needles
- about 3/4” (center), 5 needles - 1/2” (right).
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Left: a close-up view of a spacing layer of 6x2/60 PP + 2x 0.010” PA monofilament per one outside layer row.
Right: density tests for the ratios of spacing yarn rows to the outside layers, 1x1, 2x1, 3x1 counterclockwise.
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Two samples with 2/8 wool + 0.007 monofilament as spacing layer. The left sample is split and bent along the
back outer layer.

Two samples demonstrating self-supporting abilities because of their internal density. Both have thickness
around 1/4-1/3 inch.

Same samples before being spaced out. The left sample’s inside layer protrudes between the elasticized outside
layers which cannot contain that amount of spacing yarn after they have shrunk.

The density of the sample (left) and consequently its ability to support itself comes from the denser monofilament spacing with two strands of 0.011 monofilament and two strands of 0.012 monofilament running inside
per one outside layer row. Right: a close-up view of the right side of the same sample.
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A few dense samples of different thickness that are self-supporting.
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Stitch arrangements
1. Basic spacer structures
The basic structure used throughout the experiments was a plain
jersey layer on each side of the needle bed, with these two jersey
layers being physically connected by a spacing yarn running in a
repeating series of tuck stitches across the beds. These tucks form
suspension points for the spacer yarns and, if the outside layers of
the fabric do not connect by other means, hold the whole structure
together.

2. Longer floats, variable tucks
Length of the spacing yarn floats was progressively increased in
the basic structure with the longest floats running over 29 needles
on gauge 7/hooks 5 and over 49 needles on gauge 14/hooks 10 machines.

Basic structure of a spacer fabric
developed for this thesis.

A structure with a float of 29 needles.

The structures with tucks running on just one side of the machine
at a time are possible and depending on the yarn used in the spacing
layer and on whether the outside layers connect or not, can make
anything from entirely disconnected layers which do not hold together at all to the fabrics that are held by the fibers sticking to each
other on different levels and a few connecting stitches per entire
structure. The structures with one side tucks proved to work not less,
and sometimes more effectively than tucking across the beds, and
are easier for the machine.

Tucks of the spacing yarn(s) running on just one side on the outside
layers at a time
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Placement of the tucks from different rows on one bed and in
relation to the other bed played a role both in the appearance and
functionality of the fabrics. Dispersed structures like the one above
and all-over structures provided less of a structured inside space for
the spacing yarns to relax and to “stand up” leading to less thickness
but more density.
On the other hand, the tucks made at the same place or closer to
the same place in each subsequent row allowed the spacing yarns to
fully turn their floats length into the thickness of the fabric, but left
pronounced “channels” visible on the surface of the outside layers.
This protrusion was problematic in the development of the water-repellent fabrics because it destroyed the smoothness of the outside
layer(s) needed for the water to roll off a water-repellent yarn (see
chapter on Permeability in the Tests section).
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4. Jacquard + spacer structures
Mixed jacquard/spacer structures were used to introduce color
and/or pattern. The jacquard type that runs readily on a single bed
is float jacquard. When used along with the spacing yarn tucks, it
makes fabric surface in a layer it is used times stiffer and puts a significant strain onto the needles. These structures are, however, very
suitable for non-apparel applications and can replace cushioned upholstery.
”Channelled” placement of the tucks for the spacing yarns (left) and “dispersed” placement (right).

3. “Pseudo-spacer” structures with transfers
As noted earlier, fabrics do not need to be very thick to be
self-supporting, and on some occasions “pseudo-spacer” structures
were used instead of tucks. They run with transferred stitches over
the spacing yarns to maintain fabric’s integrity and density. In this
case spacing yarns do not separate much and the piece remains essentially flat. These transfers could be accompanied by use of split
stitch which was not an available option at the time of this thesis
development. Tucks in such structures, if used at all, serve mostly
a purpose of securing spacing yarns along the needle beds. Transfers, however, require a separate carriage system to be used, so a few
other structures were tested to provide connection points between
the layers over the spacing yarns. When the distance between the
connection points was big, and the spacing yarns strong enough, the
fabric looked quilted while still being a free-standing piece.

Various stitches tested to connect the outside layers on top of the spacing yarns, including transferring stitches
from one bed to another.
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A cut-out of a large mixed jacquard/spacer structure.
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5. Knit weaving with spacer structures
Another array of structures was made with knit weaving - tucking lengthy floats of additional surface yarns that do not (or mostly
do not) knit onto the outside surface of a layer. These floating yarns
are not spacing yarns because in a double-layered structure they do
not push the outside layers apart. However, as mentioned before,
very fuzzy tucked yarns have an ability to connect knitted layers
even when they are not tucked across the beds. Thus, it is possible
to knit technically separate layers connected by the tucks of fuzzy
yarns woven in with or without transfers.
Many combinations of such structures with the spacer constructions are possible, and a few of the notable ones are given below. The
behavior, tensile strength and hand of the fabrics made out of them,
however, depend hugely on whether elastic yarns are used in any of
the layers, on how much elastics were stretched during the knitting
process, and on the degree of recovery that elastics have in a fabric
which, in turn, depends on the linear density of the yarns elastics are
running with.
Also, different machine types handle transfers differently. This
thesis was developed mostly on two-bed Stoll machines. That
means, first, that the transfers occur using the same beds that knit as
no additional transfer mechanisms are present, and second, that for
a transfer within one bed - for instance, if a stitch needs to be moved
one needle to the left or to the right - needles of the opposite bed
are used. Four-bed machinery will handle situations like this quite
differently, in particular, for the more complex structures with more
than five layers which are described below.

A simple structure with two outer layers being knit woven in 1x1
arrangement. No spacing yarns used. The outer surface of both layers
somewhat resembles a plain weave. The structure will hold together if
the back bed and front bed knitting yarns cross at the edges.

A more complex structure with the outer layers being woven into
the inner layers with yet even “more inner” layer being the spacing
yarn tucked across the needle beds and holding together the entire
structure.

Another complex structure which still has two knitting layers, each on one of the needle beds; two layers that
are knit woven into each of the knitting layers; and a spacing layer.
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6. Two spacing layers with tubular ribs
A very rich type of spacer structures that was developed is based
on tubular ribs. Unlike in the examples above where both outer
knitting layers have the same plain jersey appearance even though
they are spaced out to accommodate the transfers, in the tubular
ribs structures both or one layer is a rib which requires at least one
spare needle per bed per repeating unit to take each transfer. Ribbed
“walls” shrink more readily than jersey walls which increases thickness of the spacing layer in the fabric, and in the constructions with
three walls and two spacing layers the use of ribs and transfers keeps
the floats in the walls significantly smaller.
Ribbed walls with decreased elastic stretch and recovery were
also very good for making thick but permeable fabrics. However,
for the constructions with more than three walls the excessive transferring created more risks than it brought benefits so the spaced out
plain jersey knitting layers were chosen for those.

Two similar structures with both walls running in 1x1 rib with a spacing layer in between. Spacing layer is
introduced in three parts to facilitate knitting.
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A structure with three walls all of which are a 1x1 rib with two spacing layers which separate all the walls from
each other. The spacing layers yarns can be the same or different in either of the spacing layers.

A structure with three walls and two spacing layers in between where neither of the walls is ribbed: two outer
walls are spaced out plain jersey, the middle wall is a “garter stitch” structure where knitting and purling rows
alternate.
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7. Three spacing layers and other super-layered structures
Two structures with four walls and three spacing layers were attempted and proved to be feasible on Stoll CMS machines. However,
as the floats of the spacing yarns in those structures tend to catch up
to the needles they are not supposed to be at and created unwanted
connections between the layers, the machines with weaving attachment, like Stoll W models, or machines with deeper sinkers might be
a better choice for the replication purposes.

Four-wall structure with three spacing layers, all of which are made out of different yarns.
Four-wall structure
with no spacing
layers is connected
by the yarn fuzz
(and a few additional tucks in the
middle; not shown
here). The walls
are knit woven
throughout on both
sides of each wall:
a separate yarn for
each layer is tucked
across on both sides
of it.

A never knitted simpler
structure with more variety to the woven layers.
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Technical notes

The type and the condition of the machines used for the development of this thesis influenced some of the choices that were made.
From the industrial range, Stoll CMS 330 TC nominal gauge 7 with
hooks gauge 5 and Stoll CMS 530 HP gauge 7.2 with hooks 10 were
used, with the feasible carriage speed on the former one not exceeding 0.55 ms. A reliable speed for most of the spacing structures on that
machine was 0.3-0.35 ms, for the structures with substantial amount
of transfers 0.15 ms, and if bare spandex yarns were used, it could
not exceed 0.25 ms. The condition of the needle bed and hooks could
not accommodate transfers with covered elastics running by themselves, and the transfers with bare spandex were never attempted.
On a newer 530 HP machine with needle bed gauge 14, all of the
above including twice as long floats reliably ran at 0.5-0.6 ms, including bare spandex yarns for which no positive storage or positive
pressure yarn feeders were available at the time of the development.
This considerations made the full use of all three carriage systems a must to achieve any presentable length of the samples. Some
of the structures pictured in the preceding chapters are simplified for
clarity; in the actual programs that needed to be run on the machine
the introduction of spacing yarns, knitting sequence and transferring
actions were all built to make the fullest use of the carriage systems.
On 330 TC machine, the longest float attempted for the spacing
yarns between a tuck on either bed was 29 needles; on 530 HP, 59 needles. Hooks 10 on 530 HP were not always able to accommodate the
stiffer jacquard/spacer structures even when ran in half the gauge.
Neither they could handle more than four polypropylene strands
at once. They proved to be indispensable though when it came to
the four-wall/three spacing layers structures as smaller distance between the needles on the needle bed made even the most spaced out
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walls shrink very well. The vertical shrinkage was so substantial that
it made the use of more than one monofilament strands unnecessary.
Special stitch arrangements had to be made for the edges of the
knitted material. The difficulty arose from the inability of the flat
knitting machines to readily catch up the yarns that are not secured
at the edge or close to the edge of the fabric. Securing all the spacing yarns right by the edge, however, put too much of a strain onto
the edge needles and edge stitches and also skewed the behavior
of spacing layer(s) by affecting compression and thickness in small
samples. One solution to this was to use one tuck stitch per spacing yarn feeder close to the edge on one of the beds and space out
the next one on the same bed. This required a manual separation of
the edges after the fabric was knitted. Another option was to tuck
spacing yarns behind the edges on empty needles and to use cast-off
stitches at regular small intervals to drop these tucks off. In any way
the edges could been left disconnected or connected by the outer
layers; the connection that the spacing yarns provided ran on top of
that.

Four samples with the same yarn composition and nearly identical structure show different behavior depending
on how the spacing yarns were introduced at the edges
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A sample structure with dropped spacing yarns tucks at the edge.

Finally, tubular and ribbed tubular sealed starts were required to
prevent fabric from unraveling, as well as similar closures. In some
cases firm sealing was not required as with shrunk mohair yarns that
held by themselves but the separation from the waste yarn start at
the right place was still necessary. A few modified starts and different bind-offs were developed to accommodate for the structure of
the spacers:

Sealed and non-sealed starts for disconnected tubular, ribbed tubular, and three-wall fabrics.
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PART IV. TESTS
Thickness and density

Tubular bind-offs, left and right.

Thickness may be important by itself for decorative purposes;
in the spacer fabrics it is predictive for compression and insulation
properties in combination with density. In the medium range of developed samples with an average multipliers of the spacing yarns of
6x2/60 PP + 2x0.010 inch monofilament a readily achievable thickness which did not require a special supervision of the knitting process was about 2 inches. The samples of this thickness ran with covered elastics and a variety of other yarns in the outer layers.

It proved to be a wise choice to introduce thicker spacing compositions sequentially rather than in one yarn feeder, both due to
the difference in behavior of the different types of spacing yarns (for
instance, monofilaments and polypropylene yarns) and due to the
lowered risk of one of the multiple strands not catching up.
A sample about 2 inches thick

It is visible on the picture above that the closed edges compress
the spacing layer in a small sample. Here, the outer layers yarns do
not cross at the edges and the connection is provided solely by the
closely placed tucks of the spacing yarns between the needle beds.
For the properties of the developed fabrics not to be compromised,
an array of methods to keep the edges disconnected was implemented (see Technical notes in the preceding chapter) and used on most
samples.
To get thicker fabrics, some or all of the following: longer floats,
bare elastic, thinner yarns to run with it, - were required. Still, the
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limit of the thickness achievable in a structure with two outer layers
and one spacing layer was not far away. The thickest sample of that
structure with significant density obtained on a gauge 7 machine
was 3 inches; looser constructions that potentially could have ran up
to 4 inches were tried only in three-wall compositions .
Three-wall constructions yielded substantially larger thickness,
in between 1.5 and 2 times the one that each of the spacing layers
would have separately if made from exactly the same spacing yarns
composition. The shrinkage of such fabrics in relation to their initial
width on the needle bed was equally pronounced: a two-wall sample
of 3 inch thickness made on a full bed of 50 inch width turned into a
13.5 inch fabric while a three-wall sample of 4 inch thickness and the
same 50 inch needle bed width came out 9 inch wide. In essence, the
width of the needle bed was turning into the thickness of the fabric
more and more with each additional spacing layer.

Left: A less dense three-wall sample is 4 inch thick. Right: A dense two-wall sample is about 3 inch thick.
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Less dense spacing layers brought in more thickness, more permeability, more stretch and significant loss in strength. They were
not suitable for thermal insulation but promising for sound insulation, filtration and other comparable applications. The permeability
varied greatly with the composition of the outer layers. The looser
ones allowed for a full pass-through while the denser ones, especially made on a full bed gauge 7.2 machine, acted essentially impermeable for vapor and air. The permeability variation is discussed in
more detail further.
Looseness of the construction that allowed more thickness also
led to a significant flattening out, and the looser the construction was
the quicker it would become flat. To a significant degree, having a
spacing layer out of just monofilaments was a call for eventual flattening out because of their smoothness and ability to turn at any
angle even in multiple strands. The cases where this phenomena was
not observed, or rather not observed quickly, were either very thin
fabrics with the minimum float lengths in the spacing layer, or the
fabrics made on a finer gauge machine with pure elastic walls and
significant vertical compression.

A very loose three-wall
sample on the left is
6 inch thick; a denser
three-wall sample on
the right is 4.5 inch
thick.
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Same samples put on top of each other
flatten out under their weight (top
sample) and weight of the top sample
(bottom sample) with a resulting total
thickness of 8 inches.

Pure wool and mohair spacing layers were nearly equally compressible, and adding just one strand of monofilament to the spacing
layer made a significant difference in thickness of the fabric. In a
way, monofilament made it a spacer fabric rather than just a quilted
fabric.

Four-wall structures with all thee spacing layers containing
monofilaments were not attempted by the time of this thesis publication. One such structure made with two out of three spacing layers
having monofilaments and the third spacing layer being one strand
of 2/60 polypropylene yarn gave a fabric 9 inches thick out of which
not more than 1/2 inch was due to the polypropylene layer. Extrapolating this result, one can imagine a similar 4-wall structure getting
up to 13.5 inches thick if all the spacing layers run with coarse
high-tenacity yarns such as monofilaments.
Two sample of identical structure and identical yarn composition; the difference in thickness brought in by a
single strand of soft monofilament 1550 den added to the spacing layer of the right sample.

On the other hand, having a lot of monofilament strands in the
spacing layer at times led to a situation when spacing yarns were not
able to get the space they need due to the stronger compression from
the outer layers. Such fabrics came out unpredictably shallower and
also heavier (in relation to the volume), harder to stretch and highly
impermeable.

A four-wall sample is 9 inch thick; two bottom
spacing layers are 1x0.011 PA monofilament,
the top spacing layer is 1x2/60 PP.
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A sample in which the spacing monofilament
yarns cannot relax to the full length.

The opposite case, when both or one of the outer layers are too
loose to bring in spacing yarns closely enough, can result in either
defective spacer fabrics which do not space out anything or in an
increased thickness and especially high bounciness of the fabric. The
difference lies in whether at any given time there is at least one of the
outer layers which is significantly elasticized. It does not need to be
the same layer all the time; if it is, getting some elastic into the other
layer periodically and tucking the spacing layer both to the elastic
and non-elastic parts of the other layer is necessary. Thickness in this
case does not build up in the same way than in the structures which
are equally elasticized on all sides. Even looser spacing layers build
very thick fabrics that are very bouncy.

Insulation

Insulation qualities of the spacer fabrics rely directly on the thickness and density. As the insulating agent is air and not the fiber itself,
the goal for the development of the insulating spacer fabrics was
to introduce more air into the inside layer than an ordinary fabric
would have while still keeping the density of the fabric at the level
where the outer air, such as strong wind, would not penetrate all of
the material. In other words, the insulating layer would take on a
role of an outer coated (sealed) layer in weather-proof fabrics without being physically sealed.
Insulating constructions with mohair were developed in various
thicknesses. As discussed before, mohair brought up a problem with
protrusion of its fuzzy fibers on the outside surface of water repellent layers. However, for the purposes of pure insulation it proved
to be a viable choice and denser spacing allowed it to beat out the
natural down constructions in the same characteristic. The addition
of the monofilament in different sequences also solved the problem
of flattening out that exists with pure down fabrics and that explains
why their heat conductivity jumps up whenever a wearer sits on a
surface.
The following arrangements of the spacer structures and fiber
content and were tried:
1 – Double mohair outer layers, mohair and loose monofilament
inside layer;
2 – Triple mohair inside layer with various outer layers;
3 - Polypropylene inside layer with nylon or PTFE-covered wool
outer layers in different densities of the inside layer.

A sample with a loose spacing layer is 4
inches thick and exceptionally bouncy.
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1 – Double mohair outer layers,
mohair and loose monofilament
inside layer.

2 – Triple mohair inside layer with
various outer layers.

3 - Polypropylene inside layer with
nylon or PTFE-covered wool outer
layers in different densities of the
inside layer.

While all of those demonstrated decent insulation characteristics,
the samples with the most dense polypropylene - six strands of 2/60
PP per row - were the ones to fully block the conduction of heat when
tested in about 25 degrees Fahrenheit outside air temperature on a
stone surface with a person sitting on them for more than 30 minutes. Both open and closed constructions were tested with roughly
the same results, confirming that the density of the spacing layer was
the most important contributing factor.
Use of monofilament(s) in the spacing layer along with the PP
yarns in the mentioned above densities was possible but not entirely
necessary unless self-supporting characteristics were desired from
the fabric.
Dense polypropylene in 6x2/60 per row arrangement is enough to block heat conduction. Here,
it is introduced along with a soft monofilament
1550 den 1x which pushed the thickness of a
single layer to about 2 inches; the fabric does not
need to be that thick to be highly insulating as
long as the density of the PP is maintained.

Compression and stretch

As spacer fabrics, naturally, have some space inside them, a
certain degree of compression is expected from them under strain.
Having elastics in the construction implies that the fabric will posses
some stretch as well. The research questions were 1) how much compression (flattening out) developed fabrics will have; 2) if and how
quickly they will recover to their initial shape; and 3) how variable
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the elasticity of these fabrics is and can it be eliminated without compromising the thickness of the fabric.
It was mentioned earlier that loose spacing layers visibly flatten
out without or with a minimal compression, so the testing was focused on the dense layers.
The first sample to test was a 4 inch total thickness fabric in a
three-fold composition which recovered fully in 8 or less seconds
(the photo capture had a 10 second delay) under a constant strain of
60 kg (130 lbs) and in 6 or less seconds under a push momentum of
approximately 20 kg (44 lbs).

Closed spacer constructions, when dense, demonstrate same
high degree of the force absorption and recovery. On a volunteer,
a sample of a varying thickness of 2-3.5 inches absorbed the same
amount of push shock (44 lbs) applied consequently.

Sample of a varying 2-3.5” thickness: left - being knitted; center - laid over a chair; right - tested for impact
protection on a volunteer.

Gauge for a 4 inch testing sample.

Layered spacer constructions, even when the spacing layer is not
so dense but the outer layers are equally packed, absorb the shock
quickly enough and may be also suitable for impact protection.

A dense spacer fabric (2x6/60 PP + 2x0.010 MF PA) under compression test: left - before the compression,
center - under the weight of a human body of 60 kg (132 lb), right - 18 seconds after the compression.

A four-fold spacer reacting to the human push (about 44 lbs) and showing recovery state after 2 seconds (center
and right); left - same sample in a relaxed state with a gauge.

Same sample under a push momentum test: left - before the compression, center - under the push of about 20 kg
(44 lbs), right - 6 seconds after the compression.
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Finally, spacer fabrics with one outer layer being fully elasticized
and the other one mostly not elasticized possess a superb bounciness.
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First sample with dense spacing layer and closed edges stretched by 80% and recovered 96% of its original
width in 17 seconds and returned to full width in about 35 seconds.

A sample with the back outer layer being fully elasticized and the front outer layer running mostly without
elastic; the spacing layer is 4x0.011 inch diameter monofilament and 1/150 PES floss. The images taken with an
interval of 10 seconds show deformations in the pattern as the body of the fabric moves up and down under its
own weight.

The amount of stretch that spacer fabrics would have is mostly
related to the density of the spacing layer and whether or not multifilament yarns were used. The amount and type of elastic in the
outer layers affects the speed of recovery and whether it can occur in
full. To a lesser degree, the type of the yarn running in the outer layer
together with elastic has an influence.
A double-sided mohair sample with elasticized outer layers and
loose spacing layer (1 inside row to 2 outer rows) of a 0.07 inch
monofilament + 15 Nm mohair is able to withhold about 60 pounds
of weight under stretch and demonstrate a nearly full immediate recovery with covered elastics in the outer layer. However, same mohair outer layer made with bare spandex (lycra) has difficulty recovering and required steam to be reapplied for it to get back to the
initial shape.
A few samples were timed in their stretch and recovery load and
the degree of stretch and recovery were measured. The stretch was
the maximum achievable for the sample, and the recovery was measured 17 seconds after the maximum stretch.
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Second sample with denser but softer spacing layer and open edges stretched by 107% and recovered 82%; it
returned into its original shape in 67 seconds.

Third sample with a thinner spacing layer and smooth outside layers stretched by 62%, recovered 72% and did
not return to its original shape before steam was reapplied.

Fourth sample with the thinnest spacing layer without monofilament and very soft woven-in outer layers
stretched 100%, recovered 82% and did not return to its original shape without applying vertical stretch.
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To test a possibility of a permanent shrinkage in the spacer fabrics after their creation, a thermo-hardening yarns were knitted in
one of the outer layers and then the sample was set with wet heat.
The test showed stretch of 12% which can be attributed to the sample
having a natural crimp, and the recovery was full and immediate.
This makes a spacer fabrics of this type potentially useful for the application that require a lot of cushioning, such as in shoe soles, that
can be introduced by increasing the spacing layer, and little to no
stretch which is provided by using thermosetting yarns.

Permanent shrink yarns limit the stretch for this sample stretch at 12%. It recovers in full.

Permeability

Water repellency
The ability of the fiber to repel water comes from its molecular
structure when there are not enough free particles in the material
to which the water molecules can adhere. Physical properties of the
surface are important: water will slide down a smooth surface but
can be trapped by protruding parts. On a rainy day, trees do not get
wet inside. Similarly, if you were wearing a wooden garment, like ancient warriors used to, you would not get wet. The lacquered wooden surfaces won’t even attract water and are largely water-proof.
However, if a piece of wood is not entirely polished, such as a tree
bark, some water will be suspended on its surface, and depending
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on how loose or tight the wooden structure is, this suspended water
may eventually penetrate the material.
For textile to repel water, it needs to be as smooth as possible and
to be made out of a fiber that does not have affinity to water. The
later comes in two parts, the first being the absorption property of
the fiber, and the second the wicking property. Think about a metal
drainer: it does not absorb the water (non-absorbent) but it lets water
to pass through readily (wicking).
Generally, polyamides, polyesters and polyolefins are non-absorbent but they vary hugely in their wicking properties. Polypropylene has the highest wicking among all, while some nylons can hardly wick a thing. For this reason nylon has been widely used as an
outer layer in the weather-proof garments. The other side of nylon’s
outstanding water-repellency properties is that it is not breathable
making it uncomfortable to wear.
With enough pressure, water molecules can be pushed through
a nylon layer because of the physical changes in geometry of the
molecules. If a person sits on a wet surface on a rainy day in a nylon
jacket, they may get wet because the water will be pushed through
the nylon under pressure of the human body.
Certain water-repellent finishes add adhesive to the surface of
a fabric which makes it mostly impenetrable but exacerbates the
breathability problem. The membranes have been developed, such
as PTFE (Gore-tex) and others, to allow the vapor to pass through
from the inside while keeping the outer water away by introducing cells with a narrower outer diameter and wider inner diameter.
However, they still stiffen the fabric.
Water-repellency, which is moisture transmission, can be confused in clothing applications with air permeability, partially due to
the mentioned finishes that block both. Arumugam (2016) experimentally confirmed that there is no correlation between air perme-
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ability of the spacer fabric, which depends on its porosity, and vapor permeability which has to do with absorption. Coating seals the
pores and prevents both water and vapor absorption but can make
fabric uncomfortable to wear (Watkins, 2015).
For this thesis, a few flexible structures were developed which
repel water. Layered nylon spacer fabrics were used with both or one
of the outer layers made of nylon 6 staple or twisted monofilament
and the inside layer out of PA monofilament or insulating staple
yarns. The hypothesis was that with three layers, it would be hard
for the water to be pushed through all three of them, and even if the
penetration occurs, water will be suspended somewhere in the inner
layer of the spacer fabric never making it to the inside. The following
constructions were initially developed:
1 – Double nylon 6 faced spacer fabric of 2 to 3 cm thickness with
PA monofilament as an inside layer;
2 – Nylon outmost layer, mohair inside layer and polypropylene
last layer, 0.3 mm thickness;
3 – Nylon outmost layer, mixed mohair and monofilament inside
layer, and various last layers (polypropylene, wool, mohair, etc.).
In all cases, the outer layers ran with elastic behind the main yarn.
A double-nylon faced fabric with 100% PA
monofilament spacing layer sample shows
water-repellent properties.

Preliminary tests showed that the double nylon layered fabric
was the most effective in water repellency but had considerable un-
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wanted weight. A thinner nylon yarn was introduced to reduce the
weight but water repellent properties of the thinner nylon layers
were negatively affected by the thickness of the tucks of the inside
layers. In other words, thicker nylon was needed to cover up the inside tucks of the spacing yarns to be entirely water-repellent while a
thinner nylon layer kept some water-repellent properties but not in
its entire surface. The thinner the nylon, the more of the protrusion
it allowed. When fuzzy insulation spacing layers, such as mohair,
protrude the fuzz through nylon, the fuzz fibers act as capillaries for
water to be transported inside.
The weight problem diminished when less dense monofilament
was used in the spacing layer, although that also reduced the insulation capacity. That led to the experimentation with the polypropylene yarns as the insulation layer due to them having the least specific
gravity of all commonly available fibers. Based on that, the following
constructions were further developed:
1 – PTFE-covered wool outmost layer with polypropylene spacing layer and different last layers (wool, popypropelene, mohair etc.);
2 – PTFE-covered wool outmost layer with extra ribs of the same
material to cover up the inside tucks, same inside and last layers as
in #1;
3 – Thinner nylon outmost layer double covered with ribs, with
monofilament or insulating inside layer and various last layers.

PTFE-covered wool in a 4 inch thick insulating
structure with openings for possible insertion
marked by colored yarns.
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Timed tests with a room temperature water are outlined below:

For comparison, a sample with oiled mohair/wool blend outer
layer and polypropylene/monofilament spacing layer was developed and tested in the same way:

A sample with a mostly smooth nylon outer layer allowed water to penetrate in 110 minutes.

Mohair/wool blend is slightly oiled and allowed water to pass through in 43 minutes.

A sample with the same nylon in the outer layer. Fuzz from the mohair spacing layer acts as a pipe for water
penetration. The suck-in time was 66 minutes.

A sample was developed with polyurethane-coated (PU) yarns
that are completely water-proof. In a knitted structure, they proved
to be hard to pack densely enough in an outer layer to prevent water
from penetrating through the holes between the loops. Theoretically,
melting PU layer would seal such gaps and make the whole spacer
construction water-proof from the outside.

A sample with PTFE-covered wool and thick polypropylene insulation; the water was placed over a place where
the inside tucks were most pronounced. The suck-in time was 3 hours 36 minutes.

PU-coated yarn passed water inside in less than 3 minutes due to the gaps between the knitted loops.

A sample with the same PTFE-covered wool but in a looser construction. The water was sucked in to the looser
parts immediately but behaved the same as in the sample above in the tight parts.
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Another approach was taken with tightly knitted PA-covered
PES tape yarns which showed decent water-repellent properties but
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were subject to easy abrasion which teared away the water-repellent
layer during the first use.

A tightly knitted sample with PA-covered PES yarns which does not pass the water through but abrades easily
exposing the water-permeable core material.

Vapor and air permeability
One sad thing about nearly perfect wicking abilities of polypropylene is that once the water has passed into it, a part of it will be
trapped inside, and for a long time, because of the multifilament
structure of this yarn. Even in a loose composition, polypropylene
still puffs up and tends to trap water or water vapor if they are present.
The other side of this property is that polypropylene effectively
blocks the wind and heat transmission as well, for the same reasons.
It would not be unreasonable to suggest that dense spacing fabrics
with lightweight polypropylene inside insulation and an adequate
outer barrier for water and vapor will have superior weather-proof
characteristics.
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A sample with a thin spacing layer of polypropylene passes not vapor neither heat from a portable steamer.

Elasticized outer layers also make penetration of vapor difficult if
not impossible. A perfectly loose inside layer without multifilament
yarns which passes readily any substances becomes sealed by a tight
elastic in an outer layer, provided that either water-repellent yarn
is used or no direct water contact occurs. As a result, combining
popyprolylene and elasitc in the outside layers of a spacer fabric and
using pure monofilament as the spacing layer turns the construction
into a tube that is able to transmit vapor or air (see next page).
To improve permeability without compromising the thickness
of the fabric, spaced out structures were developed that had looser
elastic in the outer layers. Structures with 1x1 ribbed outside walls
in two- and three-wall composition were developed as well as nonribbed structures, all of those had from one to four spare needles per
each knitting unit of two needles. Another adequate measure was to
loosen the tension of the elastic yarns as they ran through the knitting machine. Bare spandex 144 den running solely with the tension
of the carriage action made the most permeable sample.
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These plain jersey structures do
not exceed 1.5 inches in thickness
despite that the spacing layer in the
left sample is 2 times looser than the
spacing layer in the right sample.

A sample with dense elasticized polypropylene outside walls and 2x0.010 inch
monofilament inside layer (1x1 ratio of spacer
to knitting rows) passes the vapor from a
steamer like a pipe.

A looser layer with bare spandex
(white) passes the light through
while denser layers that run with
covered elastic block parts of it.
Note the difference in permeability
of the moddle layer: the right half of
the middle layer is made with bare
spandex, the left half - with covered
elastic.

Compared to the plain jersey structures of identical ratios of spacer to knitting rows and identical yarn composition, ribbed structures
were more permeable and passed heat of the steamer and some vapor. It could be explained two ways: first, the spacing out of the outer layers necessary to make ribs makes these layers more penetrable,
and second, ribbed structures quite counter-intuitively allowed
spacing yarns to relax more than the plain jersey structures. Measured, the difference in thickness that in this case comes solely from
the degree of the spacing yarns relaxation was 2 inches for a ribbed
structure versus 1.5 inches for a plan jersey structure.
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Ribbed structures of the spacing
layers composition identical to the
dense sample from the pictures
above are 2 inch thick and more permeable for heat, vapor and air than
the plain jersey structures.

All four samples standing on a surface; the outer once have plain jersey outer layers, the middle ones have 1x1
rib outer layers.
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Three-wall constructions, either ribbed or plain, were a basis for
developing membrane-like fabrics with the outermost layer being
the loosest and the other layers to increase in linear density while
keeping the permeability at the levels enough for vapor transmission as tested on a fabric steamer. With a reverse construction and
finer gauges, structures like this are potentially suitable for the use
as real membranes if the widest layer is positioned to a surface like
a Gore-tex membrane is positioned on a fabric. Filtration is another
possible use for such structures where a substance being filtered first
passes through the loosest layer to separate out the coarsest particles
and then through the other two.

Considering thickness, light weight and other characteristics previously described, these dense fabrics allow for a range of new applications in the architecture, sculpture and construction. More dense
geometrically balanced samples are also stackable and the bottom
pieces are not flattened out by the top ones.
Development of the shaped objects per se was not the goal of this
research, however, the feasibility of utilizing the shaping capabilities
that knitting has in general was tested with regards to the spacer
fabrics and was satisfactory.

Staying

Most of the developed structures of a considerable thickness
were self-supporting while the thinner ones were standing and/or
could be made to a non-standing shape if ran with a metal core yarn
and with a significant body.

Self-supporting samples that hold the shape and their own weight due to the thickness and composition of the
spacing layer.
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Shaped panels of a spacer fabric (bottom).
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thing happens with lightweight constructions where one of the spacing layers is ultra thin and not elasticized. More research is needed to
understand why this phenomena is happening.

Stackable lightweight spacing fabrics which also are self-supporting and hold the shape.

A more interesting approach was to use the properties of the
spacing layers and yarns to create a shape by varying the outer layers composition and the inner layer(s) thickness. That allowed the
difference in tension between different parts of the structure to shape
the fabric.

Left: A sample with no monofilaments in the inside layer
connected by transfers; right: a
lightweight spacer with the back
outer layer of 1/150 PA monofilament (no elastic).

A few larger scale samples were made to test if the self-supporting properties will maintain in a scaled up fabric, and they did.

Left: A sample shaped by different tension in its parts due to the different yarn composition in the outer layers
and variation in the thickness of the inner spacing layer. Center: A sample shaped by the internal tension of the
yarns and different transfer structures. Right: A sample shaped by both variation in the tension of the outer
layers and the metal core yarns in the spacing layer.

One exception to the “rule of thickness” (and the necessity to
have a memory in the yarn) is a thin dense spacer construction with
a significant amount of transfers which also is self-supporting. Same
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Larger scale samples confirming the self-supporting capabilities of their structure + fiber combination.
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Tactile characteristics and other properties

Cushiony nature of the spacer fabrics coupled with knit weaving
techniques led to the development of the fabrics exceptionally comfortable to touch. On a few occasions when they were demonstrated
and allowed to be touched, people were stuck for long kneading the
samples in their hands.

A very different dimension of tactile qualities was given by the
plastic-like polyurethane-coated yarns which under the tension from
elastic bulked up and created a pronounced uneven surface.

Polyurethane-coated yarns make a perfectly un-smooth surface when run with elastic
Cushioned samples with knit woven outer layers; double-sided

Thinner spacing fabrics with denser outer layers and extensively
transferred walls had a characteristic appearance and feel of quilted
fabrics, with the thickness of the cushioned parts defined by the distance between the transfers.

Samples with thin spacing layers and extensive transferring of the outer layers between the needle beds look
quilted.
Non-cushioned sample with reversible knit woven outer layers
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Other properties of the spacing fabrics derive from their core abilities. For instance, all of these structures allow an easy integration of
hard-to-knit or brittle yarns both to the outer and to the inner layers.
Three different types of reflective yarns were used to demonstrate
that.

Nominally a spacer fabric, the sample looks like a flat design

Spare use of monofilament also added a nice and nearly invisible
touch to simpler structures running only with tucks on one layer
(classic knit weaving), or with a very thin second layer.

Left: A sample with one (back) layer and tucks of mohair and monofilament yarns on top. Right: A sample with
two outer layers one of which is 1/150 clear monofilament.
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Samples with reflective yarns.

The ease of changing the thickness of the inside layers can be
used to create various light compositions.

Samples lighted from the inside.
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CONCLUSION
Extra thick spacer fabrics provide a wider range of possibilities
for different fields including apparel, protective equipment, geotextiles and architecture. For the traditional use in clothing, the structures developed for this thesis offer a combination of flexibility, nice
hand, water-repellency, insulation and moisture management functional properties which can be divided or combined between different layers of fabric.
This work also shows that much thicker and sturdier fabrics than
previously researched can be made using the spacer structures on
the flat-knitting machines. Self-supporting qualities of such structures make them useful in sculpture and construction. Higher tensile
strength coupled with the quick recovery and compression resiliency is desired in shoemaking and medical textiles. Light weight that
comes with the use of polypropylene yarns is desired for all sorts of
portable objects, from clothing to equipment.
Further exploration of the possibilities of the spacer constructions is planned with bigger samples being tested against the industry standards in a laboratory environment.
Selected samples from this body of work were accepted to be presented at the Rhode Island School of Design Graduate Show 2017 in
Providence, Rhode Island, on May 24 - June 3, 2017, and at the Place,
Time, Memory show at 1stdibs gallery in New York City on June 8 June 22, 2017, along with the structure drafts and this book.
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